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The figures i~ -'the _ ~rgin indicate .- . 

full marks fo-~'the questions. 
Answer either in _ETJ,glish or in Assamese. 

,_ 

1. Choose the corrept option/ Answer the 
following questions : _ -. lx7=7 
~qi 'ls<@ltGt ffi'Sm / m g 

(a) The equival~~ce of two systems in 
thermal equilibrium is represented by 
~9lrn" )t~'!l~. )(~'!>t 

(i) temperature 

Contd. 



(iv) ,i 2 T = constant m 
(ii} heat 

J2T= 
~9R~ m 

(iii) specific heat (d) Which one of the following is not a 

~'9fmi~~~ Maxwell's thermodynamical relation ? 

(iv) energy 
C<f>liil'Gt 'C!t9f~ ? 

(i) ( :i). =(:;). 
(b) State the zeroth law of 

thermodynamics. ( :). =-(!~)p ~<9f~ 1 (ii) , 

(c) According to Wien's law 

( ;~)s = -(::). ~-I->tM (iii) 

{t) ,i T = constant m 

,i T·= .!1iff • ( av) ("T) m (iv) - =- -- -oP s as p 

{ti) i r-1 = constant m 
i r-1= m (e) What is enthalpy? 

(iii) T~m)-1 = constant ~~f<ls? 

r(im)-l = 
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(f) Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics cannot 
be applied to 
---- Oliil<l'1~~C~~ 

~{ttzj~ ~I 

(i) atoms 

~'l 
(ii) molecules 

~'l 

(iii) photons 

(iv) lattice 

(g) Change of entropy in an irreversible 
process is 
~9(M~sl 91M<li-i 

(i) less than zero 

-J_•U\!>'t4 

(ii) zero 
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(iii) more than zero 

(iv) None of the above 

2. Answer the following questions : 2x4=8 

(a) At what temperature, pressure 
rema.in1ng constant, will the r.m.s. 
velocity of hydrogen be double of its 
value at NTP ? 

NTP-~ ~t .. \!>l<tS lii_'6't ? . 

(b) Calculate the efficiency of a Carnot 
engine working between temperatures 
127°C and 27° C. 

121°c 21°c v;~~ ~lfl 
~1.-W 'foq'5M I 
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I 

• t are good absorbers but 
(c) "Good ermt ers 

bad reflectors." Justify the statement 

with example. 

,~ M™<tS ~, 
!l~~<tS 1" )l'!J'!f ~lft~'1.>t~ ~'1 

~, 
(d) Calculate the molecular kinetic energy 

of translation of one mole of hydrogen 

at NTP. 

NTP ll"gf ~'CISf~<il ~'tm 
"il~"1N3i '>'f'Mt I 

3. Answer the following : 

g 

Sx3=15 

(a) Use the first law of thermodynamics to 

derive a relation between pressure and 

volume of an ideal gas undergoing 

adiabatic process. 5 

~9f~ 
ffl, c~ ~, Dt9f 
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(b) Deduce Gibb's phase rule for a system 

without chemical reaction. . 5 

"'t.>trnA<tS f.aRr~t r.ll(A)~ 

I 

Or/~ 

{c) What is mean free path ? Derive an 

expression for mean free path. 

1+4=5 

'SfW 9f~ ? 9f~ ~1-Rlf-t 

(d) Distinguish between a reversible and 

an irreversible change and illustrate 

each with examples. S 

9F(f<l'b-fl"ff ~~M~ll -

~)<iSC<if ~'1 fif I 
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d 
I 

I l 
11 

4. 

Or/~ 

(e) What is a perfectly blackbody ? 
Explain graphically the distribution of 
energy in a blackbody spectrum at 
different temperatures. 1 +4=5 

ffet'1 
-t'fiJ<ISRI ~t.ftaf\1..:> >t~HII.§ 
~I 

Answer the following .q~estions : 5x6=30 

(a) Define entropy. State its physical 
1+4=5 significance. 

(b) What is Carnot engine ? Derive an 
expression for the efficiency of a 
Carnot engine. 1+4=5 
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1o 
Or/~~ 

(c) Write down Maxwell's th d . 1 . ermo ynarmc re ations and deduce any one of them. 
5 

~9f~ 
M.</St~ 15/'Gf I 

(d) Deduce Boltzmann's entropy relation 
S = klogW 

where, Sis entropy, Wis 
thermodynamic probability and k is 
Boltzmann's constant. 5 

S=klogW 
~"' s w 

~9f~ >t~t~l.§t k 
-~I 

• 

(e) Establish Cl~usius-Clapeyron 
equation. 5 

)1~+!1"1t6t I 

Or/ W/fRt 

(/) What is Stefan's law of radiation ? 
Discuss Wieµ's displacement law and 
Rayleigh-Jeans law. 1 +(2+2)=5 

Mf+il'M CIJNJ\! tA~ fipff I~ '(1-il~ 
~-~)M 'E! "l,Gf '61tl'11~t I 
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(g) State the law of equipartition of 

energy. Prove that for a perfect gas 

whose molecules have n degrees of 

freedom 

CP 2 
-=1+-
Cv n 

where, Cp is the specific heat at 

constant pressure and Cv is the 

specific heat at constant volume. 

1+4=5 

>tl!M'5q~ m I $ll'f C1J n 

~'6:1<;§1 llla!l>t~il C~ 

~'lt,ql~ 

Cp = l+~ 
Cv n 

~'5 Cp of~ ~9fm ~9f Cv 

'61Bl'6N> ~9fm ~9f I 
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fh) Write short not eon . ( 
• any one) 5 

D1 ~g(~~) 

lfl 
r 11 Thermodynarn. 

temperature ic scale of 

lfil 
r11 Brownian motion 

~f©.Tur~ 
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